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which the equation admits solutions via separation of variables. The connection 
between such methods and QNDO's will be explored. It will be shown that the 
symmetry operators of the Schr6dinger equation are in a sense QND operators. 
Conversely, symmetry operators permit an appealing interpretation of QND 
operators in terms of coordinate transformations. 
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Problems of random surfaces have recently become a topic in mathematical nd 
theoretical physics (see e.g.B. Durhuus et al., Nucl. Phys. B240, 453ff.). Here we 
study a connected plaquettes model which is closely related to the random surfaces. 
Let P be a set of all plaquettes (1 x 1 squares) in Z d (d-dimensional hyper cubic 
lattice, d/> 2). A cluster C is a finite subset of P which is connected (in a sense that 
all the plaquettes containing a common bond are connected). For connected loops 
7i ( i=  1 . . . . .  n), and /3 >0,  we define our loop expectation value as 
G( /3 ; r l , . . . , r , )=V! ,e  -t~lcl, ]C[ :# of plaquettes in C. 
c 
Here, the summation runs over all the clusters C which contains a connected surface 
satisfying aS =- zl u .  • • w Tn. 
The characteristic length ~(/3) and characteristic area 0"(/3) of the system are 
defined by the following limits. 
~:(/3) -~= - l im sup l -~ In G~(po, Pt), 
I~oo  
0"(/3) -1= - l im sup(LM) -t In G~('r(L, M)) .  
L ,M ~oo 
Po denotes (the boundary of) a plaquette containing the origin, and p~ is its translate 
by I. z(L, M)  is an L × M square loop. 
Under some appropriate assumptions, we show the following. 
(I) There exists a critical value /3c >0. Any G,  is finite for /3 >/3c, and is 
ill-defined for/3 </3c. 
(II) sc ( f l )~as f l~f l c .  I fweassume~:( /3)~( /3 - /3c) -v ,  u>~ .Moreover,  v=¼ 
for d> d~=8. 
(I I I)  o-(/3)->0-* as fl-~/3c, with 0<~r*<~.  
From II, I I I ,  it follows that a (possible) continuum limit of the present model 
only describes a system of a branched polymer. 
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